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Middlebury Pedestrian Connectivity between
Boardman Street and Hannaford Plaza

Scoping Study

Local Concerns Meeting
August 5, 2022 @ 5:30 pm

Meeting Notes (Final)

Attendees: Kathleen Ramsey (Town), Jennifer Murray (Town), Mike Winslow (ACRPC), Bethany Yon
(public), and Jenny Austin (D&K)

1. Introduction
1.1. Jennifer introduced the project and engineer for the project.
1.2. One member from the public was present and had to leave early, therefore the meeting was

started by introducing the project and getting input from this individual.

2. Public Input
2.1. Bethany noted that she is excited for the project and to have a sidewalk in this area. She

commented that she doesn’t walk along the road in this area due to safety concerns. She
suggested that regardless of which side the road a new sidewalk is located along, that there is
some sort of buffer between the road and sidewalk for safety reasons (traffic moves fast along
here!).

2.2. Bethany commented that Route 7 is wide and asked if the road can be narrower and have some
sort of bump out at the crosswalk. Jenny commented that ultimately any project along this
route will need VTrans support, and noted that they would have input on this type of proposed
change. For example, maintenance concerns can often be associated with the proposal of these
sort of roadway changes (e.g. plowing). Jenny noted that VTrans is currently conducting a
review of the Boardman Street intersection with Route 7. It is unclear when VTrans will be
completed with that study but D&K will be checking in with Ashley Atkins on the status of that
project so that if they have any sort of recommendations drafted by the time this study is
complete that we can tie into any potential changes VTrans may be anticipating there.

2.3. The project limits were briefly discussed. Bethany commented that vehicles traveling from the
south are still traveling fast when they go past Boardman Street.

2.4. There was discussion regarding sidewalk versus multi-use path and whether there would be a
multi-use path alternative. Jenny noted that it will be something that is looked into during
development of alternatives and that there is the potential for a multi-use path alternative.
There was brief discussion regarding maintenance of future pedestrian facilities.

2.5. Prior to Bethany leaving the meeting, the project process was discussed, including reference to
the next meeting being the Alternatives Presentation Meeting. Jenny or the Town will let
Bethany know when this meeting is. Jenny mentioned that after this meeting D&K will be
putting together a list of alternatives for the Town and ACRPC review. The next public meeting
will be a presentation of these alternatives.

2.6. A public comment was received by Richard Hopkins via email prior to the meeting. He was not
able to attend the meeting and noted that he previously was not aware of the pedestrian
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connection from Court Street to Hannaford Plaza via the path that is located between
Middlebury National Bank and the Mobil station. In his email he noted that if you come out of
Walgreen’s and cross Court Street at the pedestrian light, there is no evident pedestrian path
into Hannaford Plaza. He noted that this path is not obvious when crossing Court Street at
Walgreen’s. He suggested signage with an arrow “this way to the Hannaford store” would be an
improvement. He referenced a rarely-used paved path down the center of the green strip in the
middle of the entry road off Court Street.

2.7. Public comment was received by Melody Hescock via email prior to the meeting. She was not
able to attend the meeting and commented about the potential for an asphalt path to provide
a safe route for bikers, noting that Boardman Street is a short bike route from downtown. She
noted that this would also keep bikes off Route 7. She also commented that she is not in favor
of a bike lane. In addition, she noted that she would be in favor of replacing all of the sidewalks
(except Merchants Row / Main Street) with multi-use asphalt paths for biking and walking.
Melody noted that many middle schoolers use the sidewalk with the pedestrian light at Middle
Road and the right turn lane coming south on Route 7 is a danger for them. She thinks that
turning lanes on Route 7 into Hannaford Plaza will also become dangerous if more people are
crossing there from Boardman Street. She also suggested a pedestrian tunnel under Route 7
near Drop In Brewery / Grapevine Grille and noted that this would support users of the TAM
and allow access to public land for people living in the apartments near Hannaford Plaza on
Court Street.

3. Town Input (Planning Commission input as noted by Jennifer)
3.1. There was discussion regarding the need for a crosswalk along the project area as part of the

project. There was discussion about the potential of a crosswalk at the Boardman Street
intersection, and it was noted that one individual felt it best to not cross at the Boardman
Street intersection.

3.2. There was discussion regarding the east side versus west side of the road for a potential
sidewalk. It was noted that it is not known whether the Chevrolet dealer would be amenable to
a sidewalk in front of their property. The potential safety concern was raised regarding crossing
driveways on the west side of the road.

3.3. Jennifer mentioned that the Town is in the process of updating the Town’s Master Plan and
that the proposed Plan (not yet approved) shows changes in zoning in this area.

4. Project Process
4.1. The general project process was discussed, including potential future grants for design and

construction. Jennifer asked about the extent of involvement from VTrans through the process
and whether VTrans would confirm whether there was support for the project at the end of the
scoping project. Jenny noted that the VTrans staff that would be in the loop is Ashley Atkins.
Mike and Jenny noted that VTrans does not typically provide an opinion of support (or lack of)
at the end of this scoping project. However, Jenny noted that if the Town applies for a grant
through the bike/ped program at VTrans, if the project is approved for a design/construction
grant that this would give the Town an indication that this is viewed as a viable project from a
VTrans perspective. However, we typically do not get a solid indication prior as to whether or
not this is something that VTrans would fund.


